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RENDER NOT EVIL FOR EVIL.
God is often compared in the Old Testament to a
shepherd who leads his people in the paths of right-
eousness ; and those who truthfully obey his com-
mands, who allow themselves to be guided by him,
are called his sheep, his lambs, his fiock. Christ
adopted the same simile and often refers to it. In the
Acts (viii, 32) Christ himself is compared to a sheep.
To him is referred the prophesy in Isaiah (liiij 7):
" He was led as a sheep to the slaughter, and like a
lamb dumb before his shearers, so opened he not his
mouth."
This comparison was sufficient to give the crown of
glory to the sheep. Christians forgot that similes re-
main similes ; that they do not cover the truth in all
respects, but in one or two points only : and thus it
happened that the weakness of the sheep, its sim-
plicity, na)', its very stupidity, became an ideal of moral
goodness and Christian virtue. This misconception
of the true meaning of goodness received a further
support in such passages as "Ye resist not evil," and
'
' Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven." Mental and physical weakness, so the
doctrine of Christianity seemed to say, is a moral merit
;
and the principle of absolute non-resistance was seri-
ously defended by many devout believers.
In recent, times Christ's word "Ye resist not evil"
has come again into prominence through the teachings
of Count Tolstoi, who not only adopted it as a prac-
tical rule of conduct but attempted to show through
his example that it was possible to live up to it.
Christ's command,. "Ye resist not evil," contains
a great moral truth, and Count Tolstoi was taught it
not through traditional belief in dogmatic Christianity,
but through the hard facts of life. Having enjoyed a
good education, hp had become an unbeliever by his
acquaintance with the so called sciences, and in his
practical experiences he found himself confronted with
many anxieties : care and worry for his beloved came
upon him ; he beheld the pale face of death ; and in the
moment of despair the unbeliever found comfort and
strength in words of praj'er.
Count Tolstoi was converted not by the sermons
and representations of a subtle apologetic divine, but
by the overwhelming logic of facts consisting in the
moral relations between husband and wife, brother
and brother, friend and friend, man and man. It was
life that taught the lesson "Ye resist not evil" to
Tolstoi, and his religion is a religion based upon e.x-
perience.
The myths of the Saviour who came into the world
from spheres beyond, contain pearls of imperishable
worth. Having ceased to believe in the sacred legend,
we may very well preserve the moral truths that like
valuable kernels are hidden in the useless husks of
dogmatism. The ethical teacher of the future while
rejecting the historical fables of Christ's life with an
uncompromising truthfulness, must extract the gold,
purified from dross, out of the ores of the old religions.
Christ's word "Ye resist not evil" must not be
misinterpreted as if it meant the abolition of all strug-
gle and a passive submission to everything vile and
low. A parallel passage, i Peter, iii, 8, reads as fol-
lows :
" Be ye all of one mind, having compassion one of another,
love as brethren, be pitiful, be courteous : not rendering evil for
evil, or railing for railing ; but contrariwise blessing ; knowing
that ye are thereunto called, that ye should.inherit a blessing."
Christ's word " Ye resist not evil" demands the
suppression of the natural tendency of retaliation. The
brutish desire in man for vengeance whenever he
suffers a wrong, should give place to brotherly love
and forgiveness. This is a divine command. Yet
divinity, as we understand the term, does not stand in
contradiction to nature. Divinity is nature ennobled
elevated, and sanctified. The ethics of love is divine,
because it is firmly established upon the facts of life ;
and science, if it be not blind to the moral law that
pervades nature, will find that it is true. Spinoza,
whose ethics is n9t that of revelation, says {Ethics,
III, 43 and 44) :
"Hatred is increased through hatred yet can be extinguished
through love. •
" Hatred if completely conquered by love, changes into love ;
and this love will be greater than if no hatred had preceded it. "
The evil of this world cannot be lessened by coun-
teracting it through new evil. You cannot diminish
it by committing more evils. The logic of this truth
is becoming recognized in society now. Suppose that
some one being in a rage, called you names. Would
you stoop so low as to answer in the same tone ? Would
you childishly act like the bad boy saying : "You're
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another ! " Certainly not, unless you lose your temper
and do things that you will later regret.
The doctrine "Ye shall not render evil for evil,"
in this sense, will bemore absolutely recognized the
higher the standard of moral culture is. Yet this doc-
trine does not at all imply the abolition of all struggle
and the suppression of combat and fight. We are too
much accustomed to look upon struggle as the root
of all evil, and in that case we shall erroneously ex-
pect that a world of moral life must be without com-
petition, without war, without fight. The doctrine of
non-resistance, in the sense of giving up all efforts to
defend that which is right and just, is practically and
morally untenable. Life in all its many phases is a
constant struggle, and the ethics of life demands that
we shall fight the good fight of faith trusting in the in-
vincibility of the moral ideal.
The sentence " Ye resist not evil" is ambiguous
and it appears preferable to express the truth of this
doctrine in the words, "Render not evil for evil."
Evil must be resisted, but not by other evils ; self-
ishness must be overcome but not by other and
greater selfishness. Therefore, by the side of the doc-
trine "Resist not evil with evil," let there appear the
command : Do your best in the struggle for life and
conquer evil, not because your own personal interests
are at stake, but because higher principles are involved
than the private affairs of your pett}' self. We must
never lose sight of the truth that our struggle for ex-
istence, even in commercial competition, is fought for
the progress of humanity and for an ever higher and
better realization of human ideals.
Christ—that is, a moral teacher as described in
the four gospels—could not possibly have meant by
his word "Ye resist not evil," that doctrine of passive
indolence that made of the sheep the ideal of moral
perfection. For Christ himself fought and struggled,
he discussed and wrangled with the Scribes and Phar-
isees. When he stood before Caiaphas, according to
the account of John, he was smitten in his face, and
although he was ready to endure another blow, al-
though he had to endure worse persecutions, and
although he was not willed, even if he had been able
to do it, to retaliate : yet he did not suffer it with a
passive non-resistance ; he turned to the man who beat
him and took him to account, saying : " If I have
spoken evil, bear witness of the evil ; but if well, why
smitest thou me? "
The doctrine "Render not evil for evil" is ad-
dressed to every single person as an individual. But it
does not refer to the government, nor to the magistrate.
If you are a judge and called upon to pronounce a ver-
dict, the word has no reference to your judgment. We
as persons have to renounce all egotism and all vin-
dictiveness. For egotism and the ill-will of the human
heart are the roots of all evil. Our egotism and the
evil wants of petty personal desires must be renounced
once for all and without reserve, not only where we
do wrong, but also where we suffer wrong.
That Christ did not intend to teach the weak morals
of non-resistence can be learned from his own de-
meanor. When he and his disciples came to Jeru-
salem, "Jesus went into the temple, and began to
cast out them that sold and bought in the temple, and
overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the
seats of them that sold doves ; and would not suffer
that any man should carry any vessel through the
temple. And he taught, saying unto them. Is it not
written, My house shall be called of all nations the
house of prayer? but ye have made it a den of
thieves."
Christ did not render evil for evil where his per-
sonal interests were involved, yet if punishment is to
be called an evil, he did not hesitate to render evil for
evil in that dominion where he considered himself as
the representative of Him that—according to his ideals
of religious life—he felt had sent him.
Humanity, Christian and non-Christian, is under
the influence of the sheep allegory still. One of the
greatest biologists denies the existence of moral facts
in nature, because the sheep and the deer are eaten by
the wolves, and because in human society the same
struggle for existence as in brute creation is fiercely
fought, although with more refined weapons. The
struggle for existence will continue, it can not be
abolished, because it is a natural law, and sheepish-
ness will never triumph in the world of real life.
Having proved this, the scientist is satisfied, that na-
ture is immoral.
Let us beware of the ethics of ovine morality.
Morality is not negative, it is not mere submission to
evil, no pure passivity, no suffering, simply: morality is
positive. Not by the omission of certain things do we
do right, but by straining all the faculties of mind and
body to do our best in the struggle for life which we
have to fight. We may be weak, and we may feel our
weakness. The greater should our efforts be, to fight
the struggle ethically. We may be poor in spirit and
we may feel our want, but nature will supply us with
that which we want, if we but earnestly struggle to
acquire it. He who is strong in spirit and in body,
he who feels his strength and misuses it, will not be
the conqueror in the end. It is not the self-sufficient
that are blessed; but those who are aware of their in-
sufficiency. This only, in my opinion, can be the
meaning when Christ says :
" Blessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven."
We must be on our guard against unfeeling stern-
ness, yet on the other hand let us not drop into the
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other extreme. We must be on our guard against
ethical sentimentality also. There is too much preach-
ing about the sweetness of religion and the rapturous
delight of ethics. Yet this saccharine religiosity is just
as impotent and useless as that ovine morality which
glorifies in its weakness and does not struggle for
strength.
Austere rigidity in religion and ethics is like a rose
without odor, it is life without gladness, and obedience
without loving devotion.- The passivity of a lamb like
submission is idealized weakness fortified and strength-
ened by moral vanity and sugared over with senti-
mental enthusiasm.
Religion and ethics, we do not deny, are full of
sweetness and noble joys, yet at the same time they
are stern ; they are of an unrelenting severity and
majesty. It is only the unison of both, the strength
of austerity and the fervor of sentiment, that makes
morality wholesome, sound, and healthy.
AMERICAN AUGURIES.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Many hundred years before Columbus solved the
secret of the Western Atlantic, the mariners of Spain
believed in the existence of a Hesperian Garden coun-
try—a miraculous island that vanished at the approach
of the explorer, though the outlines of its mountains
had often been seen on the distant horizon. That
tradition was of Moorish origin. According to the
Paradise legend of ancient Araby, Allah has not de-
stroyed the Garden of Eden, but hides its glories from
natural ken, lest the war for its possession should
prove the destruction of the human race. A similar
providence seems to have watched over the destinies
of the New World. Two hundred years ago, when
Spain, France, and England disputed the boundaries
of their transatlantic possessions, it was already pretty
well known that the country between Canada and
Mexico combined a temperate climate with at least a
million square miles of luxuriant forests, and if the
political economists of the seventeenth century could
have recognized the significance of those facts the
nations of the Old World would have massacred each
other for the possession of our territory.
For the true basis of national wealth is not gold
but wood. Forest-destruction is the sin that has
cost us our earthly paradise. War, pestilence, storms,
fanaticism, and intemperance, together with all other
social mistakes and misfortunes, have not caused half
as much permanent damage as that one fatal crime
against the fertility of our Mother Earth.
The axe has turijed the garden-lands of the East
into hopeless deserts ; it has destroyed, rather than
devastated, the fairer half of the habitable earth, for
the ruin is practically irremediable. There is a the-
oretical possibility of reclaiming the barren lands of
the East, but experience has proved that the difficul-
ties of the task exceed the present and prospective
resources of the human race. Mehemet Ali covered the
Thebaid with forest-trees, but at a distance of forty
yards from a permanent water-course they withered as
fast as they could be replanted. In Algeria the French
Government expended millions on artesian wells.
They have benefited a few tribes of pastoral,nomads,
but their influence on the surrounding vegetation
ceases with the activity of the puriipers; a single day
of rest is apt to undo the work of six week days. In
Eastern Persia famine has become a chronic com-
plaint; irrigation-ditches are useless where the brooks
themselves are apt to fail.
In East America, on the other hand, the combined
influence of natural and artificial fertilizers has im-
proved both the crops and the soil ; we have found
that "high farming" will pay, in every sense. In
Persia outraged Nature refuses to be conciliated, while
in Pennsylvania her bounty has no ascertained limits,
and even without the influence of climatic contrasts,
it would be easier to improve a fertile country to a
tenfold degree of productiveness than to restore a desert
to the tenth part of its former fertility.
In other words, the chances are a hundred to one
that the United States will become the most densely
populated country of the world, before the ingenuity
of despair will enable mankind to reclaim the eastern
sandwastes. The great Mediterranean desert is mov-
ing westward as fast as our centre of population, and
has reached the east-shores of Italy and Spain. Africa
is a dying continent; Australia is a steppe, with a nar-
row border of farming land. The climate of South
America, like that of Hindostan, is not compatible
with the habits (and still less with the vices) of the
progressive races.
North America is the land of the future. In the
United States various circumstances enable us to fore-
see the manner, as well as the degree, of our national
development. The laws of Nature which guide the
march of our progress, are less incalculable than the
caprices of kings and priests. Time is the test of
truth, and even in the years of the present generation
the concurrent "streams of tendency" will show
whether the following predictions are founded upon
Peter Bayle's legitimate art of prophecy—the art of
distinguishing the main current of events from their
incidental fluctuations.
The census of A. D. 1900 will show a remarkable
chaTige in the distribution of our population : before
the end of the present decade the centre will begin to
move southward, instead of westward. Two hundred
years ago when the first settlers of our Atlantic sea-
board were guided by the comparison of natural ad-
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vantages, most of them preferred the colonies south of
Chesapeake Bay. The pilgrims of the Ma3'flower in-
tended to settle in South Virginia, but heavy storms
drove them out of their course, and their landing at
Plymouth Rock was purely accidental. The next
twenty years will modify the results of that accident,
as well as the after-effects of negro slavery and political
intolerance. Before long the climatic superiority of
the " Piedmont Region," the terrace- land of the south-
ern AlJeghanies, will begin to tell. Georgia, Alabama,
Tennessee, and the Carolinas will more than double
their population within the next thirty years. Various
industries will establish their headquarters in the South.
Commercial activity in the higher phases of its present
development seems to require the stimulus of a cold
climate, but the mechanical industries find a congenial
home under the isotherms of Lyons and Geneva, and
will profit by the cheap labor of the old slave States.
Cotton will be spun where it grows. The coal-fields
of Tennessee and Alabama, the immense water-power
of Northern Georgia, will not be much longer neglected,
and after a few successful investments the rivalry of
trade will soon stud the South with manufacturing
towns. The railroad from Atlanta to Lynchburg, via
Spartanburg, Charlotte and Danville, Va., is destined
to rival the " Big City road " from Niagara to Lake
Michigan. These Chicagoes of the South will perhaps
be more orthodox than their Northern rivals—con-
servatism being a concomitant of climatic blessings
—
but they will not be Sabbatarian cities ; under the
latitude of Italy it has never been popular to suppress
the outdoor amusements of the poor.
During the last Paris Exhibition many visitors of
the "pomological department" were astonished at
the size and beauty of an assortment of apples in a
plain wooden show-case. They were as mariy-colored
as a collection of agates and of the same waxy gloss,
and all of them of an extraordinary size. The three
largest had been weighed and labelled, i, 1.05, and
1.35 kilogrammes, i. e., i^ and two pounds a piece.
Those pomological marvels did not come from Avalon,
nor from Lombardy, nor Smyrna, but from Macon
County, in western North Carolina. On the plateau of
the Southern AUeghanies the summer season is as genial
as in Southern Switzerland, while its spring is just late
enough to prevent the premature blossoming of fruit-
.trees, and thus saves them from the March frosts.
This apple region comprises all the southern mountain
States between the thirty-fourth and thirty-seventh
parallels, and seems to be equally well adapted for
pears, peaches, andfigs. Immigration and experiments
will settle those points, and then man-food, par ex-
.cellence, will cease to be an article of luxury.
The West, in the meanwhile, will become the gran-
ary of the world. Factories and uncertain crops have
burdened Europe with a population of that most un-
desirable class which Carl Ritter calls the city refugees,
fugitives from famine, whose means of migration are
barely sufficient to carry them to the suburbs of the
next town, where their presence tends to increase the
rates of the poor-taxes, or at least the excess of food-
consumers over food-producers. They die early, but
their multitude turns the balance of trade by battering
life for coin, and coin for American wheat. They crowd
the white-slave quarters of all large cities from Lisbon
to Moscow, and their number will still increase, and
with it the profits of our western farmers. But after
the wheat area has spread to the borders of the arid
central plateau, it will invade the woodlands of the
Northwest—Michigan and the timber-belt of the north-
ern lake-region—as well as the forests of the Missis-
sippi Valley, and the decrease of arboreal vegeta-
tion will then begin to exert its inevitable climatic
influence. The total annual rainfall will decrease,
but the confluence of the winter-rains, unchecked -
by the moisture-absorbing network of the woods,
will cause disastrous freshets; Louisiana and Arkan-
sas will be inundated as regularly as Lower Egypt
;
and at the mouth of the Mississippi the deposits
of river-sediment will keep a fleet of dredge boats
busy. In midsummer the uplands will be visited b}'
more frequent droughts ; the Rocky Mountain locust
will establish its headquarters in.Southern Missouri
and colonize the cotton States. At the same time,
however, the climate of the Middle and Northern
States will become more agrreable—dryer, namel)',
and milder. Excessive clearings have thus modified
the climate of all southern and central Europe. In the
time of Xenophon, Greece had harder winters than
modern Dalmatia ; on the expedition against Corcj'ra,
Socrates marched barefoot through the deep snow, in
order to silence the effeminate complaints of hisj'oung
companions. The harbor of Syracuse was frequently
ice-bound, and the Tiber froze nearly every year.
Cyrus used to pass seven months of the year at Babylon,
in the Euphrates Valley, a "region of perpetual
spring," as Xenophon calls it, in the same valley where
the dog-star now seems to rage perpetually. Cyren-
aica, the modern Tunis, with its superheated drift-
sands, where 80,000 nomads eke out a precarious ex-
istence, had once six millions of inhabitants, twenty
or thirty flourishing cities, surrounded by luxuriant
valleys, whose climate seems to have resembled that
of our old colonies, Virginia and North Carolina. Sev-
eral poets mention the "snowy summit" of Mount
Soracte, a South-Italian mountain of very moderate
elevation. Tacitus speaks of frozen lakes in modern
Italy, and his description of the German woodlands,
" horrid with frost," would have answered the present
state of affairs in Northern Canada.
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The average temperature of Eastern Europe must,
indeed, have risen at least twenty degrees, and the
disappearance of our Eastern Sylvania has already be-
gun to produce an analogous effect. The old settlers
of Northern Georgia remember a time when the Tocoa
River used to "freeze solid," at least every other year,
while during the last fifteen years it froze only twice,
—
in February, 1878, and December, 1885. When Penn-
sylvania was first settled, a winter like the last would
have been considered miraculous ; thfe heavy snowfall
of the North counties used to blockade the overland
roads to New York almost every year.
THE FUTURE OF RELIGION.
BY J. H. BROWN.
Mr. Frederic Harrison's article in the Fortnightly
Review on 'The Future of Agnosticism,' and Professor
Huxley's reply thereto in the Nineteenth Century, will
recall to many the discussion a few years ago in the
last named Review between Mr. Harrison and Mr.
Herbert Spencer on the subject of Religion—a discus-
sion originating with Mr. Spencer's essay, 'Religion
a Retrospect and Prospect.'
The interest which that notable controversy excited
at the time will be remembered, and it will also be re-
membered that, as is the common fate with discus-
sions of this subject, no agreement was arrived at,
indeed among the respective adherents of Mr. Spencer
and Mr. Harrison to this day the moot points are
points in dispute.
I should like once more to direct attention to the
standpoints of these distinguished writers, to notice
their fundamental differences and to suggest a line of
thought in regard to this, the greatest question of our
age, which, if it has not been entirely lost sight of,
does not seem to me to have received the considera-
tion its importance deserves.
Religion, I have said, is the greatest question of
our age, and when we consider the part it has played
in history, and the interest which anything relating to
it can arouse even in this iconoclastic time, when, as
has been observed, the religious novel rivals the sen-
sational in popularity, I think it will be admitted that
so to describe it is not to magnify its claim.
Among the class of thinkers who style themselves
Agnostics, opinion is varied. There are those who,
finding the orthodox creeds discredited, take the posi-
tion that the very idea of Religion is no better than a
superstitious survival, and those others who hold that
in essence the thing known in the past as Religion
will have for the future a meaning and, in modified
forms, an import as great as was ever attached to it by
sacerdotal ages. Then there is Agnosticism as repre-
sented by Professor Huxley, who is the Agnostic pure
and simple, and Agnosticism as represented by Mr.
Spencer and by Mr. Harrison, who would be Agnos-
tics if they were not also something more.
Assuming for the purposes of this essay, that dog-
matic Christianity stands discredited at the bar of rea-
son, assuming that its affirmations in regard to deity,
to origin, and destiny, to the why, whence, and whither,
of human life, and to a multitude of other questions
are set at naught, assuming that we accept the dicta
of modern Science in regard to such fundamentals of
Christianity as the Fall of Man, the doctrines of the
Atonement and of everlasting rewards and punish-
ments, assuming in fine that we have seen the founda-
tions of the Christian edifice, philosophy, church, and
scheme disappear—what will be the result ? Shall
society remain without a unified, coherent philosophy
and religion, such as the Christian church for hun-
dreds of years supplied to its members, or shall there
arise out of the ashes of the old order a new religion
based upon the new philosophy, a religion which shall
be wide enough to receive mankind within its pale,
which shall do for the modern world what Christianity
did for our fathers, what every religion in some shape
has professed to do for its votaries, viz., give men a
theory of the universe to which all can subscribe, a
code of morals which all can approve, an ideal to which
all can aspire,—a common organic bond.
My own conviction, at the outset, is that the re-
ligious emotion is a living principle of our nature.
Whether on the grounds claimed by Mr. Spencer or
on those set forth by Mr. Harrison, or perhaps on
both, I shall hereafter attempt to show. The view
that religion is a thing of priestcraft and superstition,
a systematized fraud used by the wily and unscrupu-
lous to dupe the credulous, is not entitled to respect-
ful attention. For me it is negatived by the univer-
sality of the religious sentiment.
Consideration of the purely Agnostic position need
not detain us long. Agnosticism has nothing con-
structive or positive about it, unless what there may
be of positive or constructive in denial and negation.
Its very claim, as implied by its title, is that it is neg-
ative, that in regard to certain matters it takes the
Agnostic position, the position of non- affirmation. It
does not attempt to construct a religion, it has no
word to say as to a possible future religion, and if it
has been destructive of ancient faiths, it has been so
only incidentally. The Agnostic, as we know him, is
the philosophic scientist who, finding certain affirma-
tions of Christianity contradicted by Science, has said
so with more or less of energy and acumen. The
scientists think they have said so with extreme mod-
eration. We know on the other hand what the major-
ity of Christians think about it. This, then, is the
Agnostic position—it has rejected the authority of
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Christianity, it has acted as a solvent of the ancient
dogmas, it does indeed give us its opinion upon those
questions of deity, origin, and destiny referred to above,
but it does not pretend to tell us what religion essen-
tially has been in the past nor what it essentially will
be in the future. When it undertakes to do the latter.
Agnosticism goes beyond its appellative and should
make haste to get itself another name.
Two writers, one the greatest philosopher of mod-
ern times, the other one of the most brilliant of Eng-
lish essayists, have undertaken to tell us specifically
what Religion has been in the past and what it is
likely to be in the future; Mr. Spencer speaking for
himself and the system of thought with which his
name is identified, Mr. Harrison speaking also for
himself, but speaking as well for the philosophic, po-
litical, and religious system of Auguste Comte.
These two gentlemen have necessarily passed
through the critical, agnostic stage. They are Agnos-
tics in Religion, but they are also much more, since
they have something positive to affirm in regard to the
future of Religion. Mr. Spencer's position is that the
true source of the religious emotion is ' the conscious-
ness of a Mystery that cannot be fathomed, and a Power
that is omnipresent,'' 'that Unknown Cause of which the
entire Cosmos is a Manifestation,' and which, though
it transcend conception, is ever present as our most
abiding consciousness. This position Mr. Harrison
ridicules and describes Mr. Spencer's Unknown Cause
as an ' ever-present conundrum to be everlastingly given
up'. Persistently ignoring Mr. Spencer's statement
that 'the power which manifests itself in conscious-
ness is but a differently conditioned form of the power
which manifests itself beyond consciousness,' and that
'our lives alike physical and mental, in common with
all the activities amid which we live, are but the work-
ings of this power,' Mr. Harrison describes it as a
'logical formula begotten in controversy, dwelling
apart from man and the world.' Replying to this
Mr. Spencer pertinently observes, "Does Mr. Harri-
son really think that he represents the facts when he
describes as 'dwelling apart from man and the world'
that power of which man and the world are regarded
products, and which is manifested through man and the
world from instant to instant?"
As Mr. Spencer points out Mr. Harrison will do
anything but meet this issue, and while Mr. Spencer
adds to what is said above that 'though duty requires
us neither to affirm nor deny personality of the Un-
known Cause,' yet ' the choice is not between person-
ality and something lower than personality, but be-
tween personality and something higher,' Mr. Harri-
son asks such pointless questions as 'How does the
man of science approach the All-Nothingness?' and
suggests that the mathematical quantity (x") ' would
be an appropriate symbol for the Religion of the in-
finite Unknowable.' It will be seen that Mr. Harrison
could afford to be witty at the expense of the Unknow-
able, that which was once called God. Mr. Spencer,
on the contrary, discusses the subject throughout in a
serious and dignified tone.
As Mr. Harrison says, the difference between him
and Mr. Spencer as to what Religion means is vital
and profound. According to Mr. Spencer it is the
emotion aroused by the mystery and magnitude of the
universe, by the thought of eternity, of infinite space;
by the thought of the stellar worlds, the loveliness of
sunset, the glory of. the starry firmament, the wonder
of vegetation, the wonder of humanity : by that en-
folding mystery which makes existence a continuous
miracle ; that profound emotion which drew from
Whitman the exclamation,
" Swiftly I shrivel at the thought of God."
The emotion, the source of which Wordsworth de-
scribes as
" A presence that disturbs us with a joy
Of elevated thoughts, a sense sublime
of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sliy, and in the mind of man ;
A motion and a spirit that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And rolls through all things."
The emotion which inspired the oft-quoted lines
spoken by Faust to Margaret
:
" Who can name Hira, and, knowing what he says.
Say ' I believe in Him ? ' And who can feel, '
And with self-violence to conscious wrong
Hardening his heart, say, ' I believe Him not ! '
The All-embracing, All-sustaining One.
Say doth he not embrace, sustain, include
Thee ?—Me ?—Himself ?—Bends not the sky above ?
And earth on which we are is it not firm,
And over us with constant kindly smile
The sleepless stars keep everlasting watch ;
Am I not here gazing into thine eyes ?
And does not All that is,
Seen and unseen mysterious all
—
Around thee and within.
Untiring agency.
Press on thy heart and mind ?
Fill thy whole heart with it."
According to Mr. Harrison, ' Religion is mainly a
thing of feeling and of conduct, and is concerned es-
sentially with duty.' He agrees that it must have an
intellectual base, but fte weakness of. the Positivist's
position is that its intellectual base will not bear the
obvious and ordinary logical pressure. Here it might
be well to say squarely that Mr. Harrison's Religion
leaves out entirely the idea of God. Comte, whom he
follows in this, professed to re-organize society ^ sans
dieu ni roi,'—without God or king,—and if the idea of
the Unknown Cause had any place in the Positivist
system, it would be impossible for Mr. Harrison to be
funny about the 'All-Nothingness.' Mr. Harrison
will have nothing to do with the Unknown Cause.
He prefers, on the whole, to regard humanity as the
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uncaused. He will not admit that a Power greater
than Humanity has produced humanit}'. Humanity,
according to him, deserves in some way the credit of
having produced itself, of having sustained itself
through the ages, and to humanity alone humanity
must look for its future prosperity and progress. Alas
for this vain-glorious humanity, if for one hour the sun
should withdraw his friendly light and heat ! Denying
that humanity depends upon an unknown Cause for its
very existence, Mr. Harrison finds that Mr. Spencer,
in insisting upon this as a truth, is insisting 'on one
of the most gigantic paradoxes in the history of
thought.' He is fond of recurring to this paradox. He
evidently thinks that here Mr. Spencer is very weak
and he himself is very strong. But so far as Mr.
Spencer takes his argument there is no weak link in
his chain. He might have taken it further.
Had Mr. Spencer set out, as Mr. Harrison has
done, to found a religion, I have no doubt that he
would have taken his argument further. For such a
purpose he could logically have extended it so as to
include in his religious system Mr. Harrison's Re-
ligion of Humanity. And the wonder of it is that Mr.
Harrison, who has set out to found a Religion, did
not, from his own ground, see this. With Mr. Spen-
cer humanity is forever connected with the Unknow-
able Power, being a part and manifestation of that
Power, and therefore whatever emotions of awe and
wonder are excited by the contemplation of the uni-
verse are inseparably linked with those other emo-
tions of love, compassion, admiration, etc., which the
thought of humanity stirs in us as members of the hu-
man family. To Mr. Spencer this course is logically
possible—to Mr. Harrison it is not. While making
merry over Mr. Spencer's 'gigantic paradox,' he is
himself blind to the paradox wherein he attempts to
make humanity stand alone and unsupported—a house
in the air, a structure without a foundation, a product
without a producer, an effect without a cause (for if
humanity be caused, where is the intellectual base for
Mr. Harrison's Religion of Humanity, since an Un-
known Cause is rejected?). And thus, committing in-
tellectual suicide, Mr. Harrison cuts himself off from
that source of high emotion which is abundantly shown
by Mr. Spencer to have an intellectual base.
It seems to me then that by a union of their forces
and thus only can the philosophy and feeling of a
world-religion be developed. Mr. Spencer would find
it necessary to embrace in his religious system, as he
has already embraced in his philosoph)', man's hfe
and the source thereof. The domain of religion will
ever be co-extensive with that of philosophy ; they
necessarily supplement each other, philosophy fur-
nishing the thought-element, religion the element of
feeling. Mr. Harrison must needs admit the logical
insufficiency of his Religion of Humanity, and accept
the intellectual basis and source of religious emotion
insisted on by Mr. Spencer.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HYPNOTISM.
The entire mass of psychological data furnished
by modern researches, and especially by hypnotic in-
vestigations, may be divided into three groups :
(i) The normal phenomena of soul-life, which can
be observed in every-day life
;
(2) Abnormal phenomena of soul-life, which can be
reproduced under special conditions and thus admit
of verification by experiment; and
(3) Abnormal phenomena of soul-life observed by
certain individuals who are supposed, or claim, to be
in possession of special gifts (such as second sight and
telepathy).
The data of the first two classes alone can be con-
sidered as indubitable facts ; those of the third class
rest on a very weak authority, considering the in-
numerable illusions that can take place in individuals
given to the belief in the miraculous.
The psychological data of indubitable character,
i. e., the phenomena of every one's normal soul life,
and those experiments of psychic research which ad-
mit of verification by experiment, we have learned,
exhibit a strong tendency to corroborate the monistic
view of psychological phenomena. Dualism indeed
is limited to the third class as a store-house for its
weapons of attack, and psychologists of a dualistic
bias have therefore taken pains to gather all attainable
reports about telepathy and second sight as experienced
by certain individuals of a specially spiritual nature.
If dualists wish to convince the world of the truth of
dualism, they must derive their proofs from the data
of the two first classes, which are generally acknowl-
edged as facts by science. These, however, seem to
exclude a dualistic interpretation ; so strong is their
evidence in favor of the inseparable unity of psycho-
logical and physiological phenomena !
Ideas are no disembodied ghosts created from
supersensible or supernatural elements, they are real
stuctures that live in our brain, possessed of a definite
form and produced in the nervous substance through
sensory impressions. In calling them ideas, we do
not, however, as a rule refer to their physiological
objectivity, which forms their bodily reality, but to
their spiritual subjectivity : we refer to that indescrib-
able phenomenon which every living being experiences
when he feels und thinks. The whole empire of sub-
jective experlnces is called the ideal, while the pro-
cesses of motion that take place in the world of objec-
tive existences, are called the real.
Dualism looks upon the real and the ideal as two
distinct worlds which exist independently of each
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other. In the human body, it is conceded, they are
united into a wonderful harmony. The ideal inhabits
the real as a house ; the spirit animates the body for
some time, but it may leave the body, as a prisoner
leaves his prison, thenceforth to live as a pure spirit.
Monism looks upon the ideal and the real as two
inseparable aspects of one and the same fact, they
are two abstractions made for different purposes and
abstracted from one and the same indivisible object.
Monism considers the world as a living actuality,
which naturally in an evolution from lower to higher
forms evolves ever higher souls, thus raising the sub-
jectivity of atomic life to the intellectualit)' of a human
being.
When we speak of the ideal in man, {ideal is here
used in the philosophical sense of the purely subjective,)
we must bear in mind that the ideal and the real do
not in actual life exclude one another.* Feelings pure
and simple without their proper physiological conditions
do not exist ; thoughts without the thinking brain-struc-
tures in which they take place, are impossible. We
might just as well speak of movement without a
moving body. Therefore the ideal by itself, the
thinking subject, abstract and absolute, is an absur-
dit3'. It does not exist. The thinking subject is al-
ways at the same time a bodily object of actual and
material reality. Not only the thinking subject upon
the whole, but every detail of the thinking subject's
feelings, his sensations and thoughts,— every irritation
felt, every idea thought,—every emotion taking place
in the empire of the ideal, mean at the same time a
special modification of nervous substance in the empire
of the real. The parallelism between the real and the
ideal is, so far as science has investigated, uncontra-
dicted and perfect.
The ideal therefore is a special kind of reality ;
and indeed it is the most important part, the most
real and most actual element of reality. The ideal
in its highest development, being the empire of feeling
and thinking subjectivity, is the product of organized
life. The non-organized elements can be said to con-
tain the germs only, the mere potentiality to bring forth
the empire of the ideal. In the sensations and thoughts
of sentient creatures the different objects of reality are
depicted ; they are mirrored therein as images, as ideas.
The literal translation of the Greek word idea (eztJo?) is
image. The ideal is the realm of representations ; and
the objects represented in the subjectivity of a sentient
being, are the objective realities of its own body and
of the things of the surrounding world.
The existence of the ideal gives meaning and pur-
* The word rcai may be used in a limited and in a more extended sense.
In the former sense, when strictly confined to bodily objectivity, it excludes
the ideal ; in the latter sense, when signifying all facts that can become objects
of experience, it includes the ideal also. Thoughts and feelings are ideal
:
and yet they are realities.
pose to the world of bodily realities. Sentient beings
can make the objects around them subservient to their
needs and comforts; and man, the firstborn son of
nature, will have dominion over the earth in propor-
tion as his ideas are correct images of things and of
the relations among things.
The monistic view is thus corroborated through
those results of psychology which can be considered
as indubitable facts. An idea, being a bodily struc-
ture of nervous substance and being situated in the
centre of the organism, viz., the brain, must be of par-
amount importance, even if we consider its activity
as a mere phj'siological process. The brain is the
capital of the body ; it is the seat of the government,
whence orders are issued to, and obeyed in, all the
various provinces of the different organs and limbs.
Facts being as they are, can we wonder that ideas
of fear, of worry and anxiety produce pathological
conditions in the body?
It is well known that sudden or extraordinary
terror may kill a person. Goethe describes in his
Erlking how a child dies from fright in the arms
of his father riding on horseback through a stormy
night. The boy imagines that the Erlking is attempt-
ing to snatch him away and thus he becomes a prey
of the phantoms of his own imagination.
Similarly Gottfried Burger describes the death of
Leonore with masterly accuracy, as if he had studied
in hospitals the deliriums of fever-patients. Leonore
expects her betrothed home from the war, but she does
not find him among those who return. In despair she
beats her bosom and tears her hair, but in the hush
of night she hears him knock at the door, she sees
him enter, his horse is waiting and he takes her along
over dale and hill, over rivers and mountains far away
to be married—in the grave.
There is an old story about a court-fool (which
may briefly be told without vouching for its truth) that
was condemned to death by the sword. The duke,
however, had pardoned him, but had given the order
not to let him know. The fool's punishment should
be, to go through all the terrors of execution. The
executionqr, then, should strike the blow not with a
sword but with a sausage. When the fool, so the
story goes, received the harmless stroke, he fell, dead,
to the ground. He died from the idea of death.*
The physiological reality of ideas renders it neces-''*
sary that the ideas of the central soul influence the
unconscious activity of the peripheral soul. This is
especially noticeable in certain functions, for instance
in the movements of the digestive organs, which are
not under the control of the will, yet are strongly and
almost immediately influenced by certain states of mind
in one or another way. Unusual wrath poisons the
* The story is told in many different versions.
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milk of a mother ; and great excitement so alters the
secretion of saliva that the bites of infuriated dog;s or
or other animals become extremely dangerous.
Almost all h5'pnotists report cases in which burns
and blisters have been produced by meansof suggestion.
A certain part of the skin is touched with a harmless
instrument or with the finger, and after a while an in-
flammation appears at the very same spot, reprodu-
cing the exact form of the contact. This proves that
the trophic functions of the muscles and the skin,
those functions that build the wasted tissues up again,
and nourish them, stand in close connection with the
nerves and depend upon their activity. We do not
believe that the burn produced through suggestion is
a real burn ; it is the perturbation of the trophic func-
tion of the nerves, caused through the idea that a re-
action is necessar)' against an imaginary wound.
Thereby redness is produced which has the appear-
ance of inflammation.
The blood perspiration attributed to certain saints
and the appearance of the holy stigmata on their bodies
must likewise be explained as the results of sugges-
•tion : they are produced through the auto-suggestion
of prayer and a strong concentration of the mind.
While terror, cares, and worry will have injurious
effects, joyous and gay ideas may in the same way act
as a medicine for good. The fjrm confidence of a pa-
tient in his physician, the strong hope of convalescence
will under otherwise favorable conditions do a great
deal in curing, and healing, and soothing. The men-
tal disposition of a patient is of great and incalcul-
able importance in the cure.
Man's imagination is no empty nothing ; nor is it a
mere psychical and purely subjective illusion. Ever}'
single act of imagination is a real physiological process
which can be made available to do a certain amount of
work. There is some truth in the methods of faith-
cure, yet we should be wary not to overrate the power
of imagination. Ideas as physiological processes and
in their physiological effects have a special and limited
province; and we cannot expect that they should cure
a cancer or set aright a broken leg.
Considering the great effects often produced under
the spell of a properly directed imagination, several
physicians in France, Switzerland, and in other coun-
tries have proposed to use hypnotism and suggestion
as curative methods for all kinds of diseases. They
have been successful to some extent, although the ex-
travagant hopes that hj'pnotism might be a panacea
were by no means fulfilled. On the contrary, all the
results hitherto obtained, it seems, are such as might
also have been produced through the bringing on of
natural sleep.
Extravagant reports about cures effected by such
hypnotizers are not beyond the suspicion of self-de-
lusion, and cannot be accepted without reserve. Most
of our hypnotizers—among them even some of great
name—suffer from the same disease as their patients
;
namely, from illusions. Many cures are effected on
individuals who have an imaginary disease, which dis-
appears under the influence of a counter-imagination.
In such a case the disease as well as the cure is an hal-
lucination of the patient in which his physician kindly
shares.
There are other cases in which the patient suffers
from a real disease, which seems to be overcome under
the influence of hopeful and elevating hallucinations.
The cure appears to be perfect for a time
;
yet there
comes a relapse after a while against which no faith-
cure or hypnotism will avail.
Natural sleep is undoubtedly one of the strongest
and best curatives. Perhaps it is the very best med-
icine that can be employed. Hypnotism, it seems to me,
should be resorted to by the physician only under such
circumstances where natural sleep cannot be had.
The wonderful effects of natural sleep will find their
explanation, if we bear in mind that in the state of
rest together with the obliteration of consciousness
the trophic functions of the nerves seem to increase in
proportion as other activities cease. Sleep, therefore,
is the state of re-generation, it is the restoration of the
vitality expended during the period of activity. It is a
process of hoarding up again in the tissues of the or-
ganism that potential energy which affords new life
and fresh vigor to think and to act. p. c.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE VEDANTA.
The Open Court has received the following works in the
English language, classed under the head of the Vedania Series,
published by the Vedanta Publishing House,* of Heeralal Dhole,
127 Musjeed Bari Street, Calcutta, India.
1. A Manual of Adwaita Philosophy : The Vedantasara.
With Commentary. Translated from the Sanskrit by Dr. J\^n}idala/
Dhole.
2. The Vicharsagar ; or Metaphysics of the Upanishads.
Translated into English by Lala Sree-ram Sahib.
3. The_ Panchadasi. a Handbook of Hindu Pantheism.
Translated by Dr. Nandalal Dhole.
4. ViCHARMALA. Translated into English by Lnla Sreeraiii
Sahib.
5. Shiva Sanhita. The Esoteric Science and Philosophy of
the Taiitras.\ From the Sanskrit, with notes and a preliminary
discourse on Yoga Philosophy. By Babu Srish Chunder Vasu.
6. On the Road to Self-Knowledge. By Srimiil Sankara-
charya, translated by Ainritalal Basil.
The uninitiated European reader, naturally, will be somewhat
startled at the weird and varied titles and subjects of these many
exotic flowers of the ancient and modern Hindu intellect ; but, in
reality each and all of these works, either directly or indirectly,
will be found to bear upon one and same subject—the Philosophy
of the Vedanta.
* Orders for these works will be received by The Opea Court Publishing
Company, Chicago, 111.
t Tantras are works containing the rules ani mystic practices of the Yoga
philosophy, for the attainment of superhuman power.
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Through the strenuous efforts o£ modern comparative phi-
lology, the nations o£ the West are no longer a'together unfamiliar
with the languages and literature, or even with the religious and
philosophical systems of ancient India. On the banks of the In-
dus and the Ganges, the purely physical traits of the descendants
o! the Aryas, certainly, might have been obscured, or almost ob-
literated, but the subtle and versatile Aryju ininJ has liv^d forth
in the sublime profound thought and original genius revealed in
all the phas.s of ancient and modern Hindu literature. In fact,
the results of modern comparative philology have at last firmly
established, that there cannot be said to exist any impassable in-
tellectual chasm between the western nations and the Hindus.
The historical evolution of their religion, and subsequently
of their several philosophical systems, at each advanced step,
affords exceptionally striking analogies to the corresponding de-
vilopment of Europe. A few explanatory philological remarks
may possibly facilitate to the reader the understanding of the
above-mentioned highly abstruse works, and convince him of their
piramount importance for the general history of religious anl
philosophical thought.
During a long succession of ages the dogmas and ritual of the
old Vedic religion held undisputed sway in India. The five
Vedas—the Rigi'cda, Snmaveda, White Yajurveda, Black Yajuivcda,
and Alharvaveda embodied all the hymns, dogmas, theogony and
cosmogony, of the Ve die religion ; and somewhat later the oldest
orthodox theological schools of Maitlras and B>-aIimaiias exclu-
sively monopolized the interpretation of the Vedas. But in the
sixth century before Christ there arose the Buddhistic heresy,
rhij was the first departure from the teachings of of the orthodox
thejlogicil schools. Buddhism appealed to reason, and by the
Brahmans it was stigmatized as heresy, as the science of reason
—
hetusastrn. From this time, as a natural sequel to the endless
controversies with the followers of Buddha, the Brahmans them-
selves were compelled to construct orthodox philosophical systems,
and thereupon there arose six schools of Hindu philosophy. They
were by no means all of them orthodox ; but they all at least
professed respect for the Vedas. while the Buddhists openly re-
j cted them. The Sankhya system, attributed to the philosopher
Kapila, was materialistic and sceptical. It declared matter to be
eternal, and coexistent with spirit.
But the most orthodox of these schools was the Vedanta phi-
losophy. It was constructed upon the teachings of the Vedas,
and to this day it remains the traditional national philosophy of
the Hindus. Vidanta literally means 'conclusion,'—or terminat-
ing sections of the Vedas. These terminating sections are other-
wise called Upanisliads, which are orthodox commentaries and in-
terpretations of the doctrine of the Vedas. The Upanishads, thus,
are short speculative treatises, appended to each of the Vedas, to
the prodigious number of about 235 ; but only 13 are considered
as really important. By native authors the word Upanishad is
derived from the Sanskrit root shad, to destroy : Upanishads are
suppo ed to destroy ignorance and illusions. But by Professor
Max Miiller it is derived from sad, to sit down, denoting the idea
of a session of pupils listening to their teacher.
The Upanishads, usually, were written in the form of a
dialogue,—in prose, with occasional snatches of verse. They are
destitute of system and of strict philosophical methods. Their
speculation is disconnected and wayward, and is absolutely con-
trolled by the impulse of the moment. As the learned Professor
Cowell remarks, the authors are really poets, without the faintest
thoughts of harmonizing to-day's feelings with those of yesterday
or to-morrow. Vedanta philosophy, accordingly, signifies the
d jctrine derived from the Upanishads, and in this wider sense the
term Vedanta, of course, denotes the end and scope of the Vedas.
The gist of the metaphysics of the Upanishads—of works like
the Vichji-sagar, Panchadasi, Vichanimla, recently published in
Dhole's " Vedanta Series,"—is, preeminently, pure spiritualism,
as diametrically opposed to the materialistic Sankhya philosophy.
In this series, however, the treatise entitled the J'edaiilasara is
decidedly the most important. As the name denotes, the Vedan-
tasara is the essence of the Vedas, and the purest expression of
Vedantism. It treats of Atma and Paramatma, that is, of individ-
ual spirit and the absolute. It is a highly condensed and ingenious
summary of the Upanishads, and of the entire Vedanta philosophy;
a master-key to the, doctrine of the nonduality of the son/,—the
giipta vidya, or hidden science, and itself is a master-piece of ph-
losophical occultism. The world, according to the Vedantasara, is
not real, substantial, but is made up of Maya, illusion, and avidya,
ignorance. Only by the destruction of both can man effect the
innksha, or liberation of the spirit, and the ultimate absorption in
Brahma. The old Vedic religion and the Upanishads, certainly,
from the very beginning contained the abundant germs of a
"hidden science," and this tendency later culminated in the
abstrus3 categories of the Vedantasara,—itsalf, in its turn, calling
forth endless interpretations and commentaries. But, even this
primitive Hindu philosophy, or rather theosophy, was not altogether
stationary ; its historical evolution was marked by several succes-
sive phases. The 'ooiid's reality and Brahma's material causativity
were certainly maintained by the early authors of the Upanishads,
namely, the Vedantists of the old school. The distinguished San-
skrit Scholar, Colebrooke, is actually inclined to believe that the
world's reality was taught by Sankaracharya himself, who is said
to have lived in the 8th century of our era, and that the doctrine
of illusion—Maya—is a graft of a later growth. Sankaracharya, •
at all events, is still a high authority with modern Hindu theoso-
phists ; but in his work " On the road to self-knowledge, " also pub-
lished in this Vedanta series, from the tenor of the chapter entitled
Paramarthasara, it would be hazardous to conclude that he really
belonged to the Vedantists of the old school.
It is superfluous to dwell upon the intrinsic merits of all these
English versions and their accompanying introductions, notes, and
commentaries. The translators are highly competent native
Sanskrit scholars, but several of these works, as the Vicharmala
,
Panchadasi, and Vicharsagar,—all of them more or less compre-
hensive compendiums of the metaphysics of the Upanishads, —have
been translated from the Hindi, in which they originally had been
written.
It seems particularly worthy of -notice, that translators and
publishers alike claim to have been prompted to their undertaking
by national and patriotic motives, and by the alarming spread of
materialism in India. In the interest of both spiritualism and
Hindu nationalism the translators ardently advocate even that
hybrid, extravagant theosophy, which long has been associated
with the names of Col. Olcott and Mrae Blavatsky, and, at the
same time, they profess their absolute emancipation from the nar-
row views of the old Hindu schools. " The twice-born," they say,
'
' has retired from the conspicuous position of his ancestors behind
the desk of a government office or a merchant's counter
Materialism has supplanted idealism At this momentous
conjuncture Olcott, the president founder of the theosophical
society, and Mme. Blavatsky appeared in India, and by their in-
cessant efforts stimulated the study of the truths of the ancient
Hindu religion—in fact, of all ancient religions What is
theosophy ? It is not a new term, coined by Olcott or Blavatsky."
The most recent Hindu theosophical brotherhood " includes men
of all nationalities It is no religion, it has no religious belief. It
is simply the highest development of a particular system of phi-
losophy, helping the individual to realize his latent powers hy a par-
ticular method ofstudy andpractice (yoga)."
In other words, recent Hindu theosophy, admittedly is practic-
ally a form of occultism, mainly based upon the exaggerated yoga-
practice of a degenerate Vedantism.
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But, we readily admit, that despite many repellent features,
the European student of religious philosophies ought ' ' to dive deep
into all these works, and try to pick up what gems he may find in
them. Even among those who cannot find, many will be none the
worse, but considerably better for the diligent search."
A. H. GUNLOGSEN.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE BANISHMENT OF THE NEGROES.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In reply to the letters from Mrs. E. O. Smith and Prof. E. D.
Cope, in The Open Court for February 20th, I must say that I am
still opposed to banishing our colored citizens to Africa,
A good reason why this should not be done is furnished by
Mrs. Smith when she calls them "a people with civilized in-
stincts." She is living among them, and I accept her testimony
gratefully. If we must banish anybody, it should be people with-
out civilized instincts. She makes this objection to my article of
February 6th : "The writer is mistaken when he says that the
negro population of the country were largely opposed to emigra-
tion." But I never said that they were opposed to emigrating in
any direction. While slavery existed, they showed so much desire
and capacity for emigrating to the free North, as form strong evi-
dence in favor of their fitness for being permitted to remain citizens
of the United States. They were also strongly in favor, at that
time, of emigrating to Hayti. As I said, they were unwilling, even
then, to emigrate to Africa. No sooner was the Colonization So-
ciety organized for that purpose, by the election of officers, in Jan-
uary, 1S17, than resolutions of protest were passed, that same
month, by meetings of the free colored people of Richmond, Vir-
ginia, as well as by those of Philadelphia, where the opposition
was repeated that August. These were the "earliest remon-
strances," and they were made more than ten years before Garri-
son was -converted from a friend to an enemy of colonization.
" Some of his colored friends in Baltimore were the first to point
out to him its dangerous character and tendency." One of these
negroes published articles against the Society, in 182S, and signed
himself ' ' A Colored Baltimorean. " This was two years and a half
before The Liberator began, and four years before the publication
of Mr. Garrison's Thoughts on African Colonization, a pamphlet
containing a long series of public protests from colored people
Mr. Thompson's conversion is of still later date. These facts are
taken from the first volume of Garrison's life, by his sons (pp. 147,
297, etc.).
The Professor takes up most of my objections to his plan, but
not the serious one of expense. It seems to me the duty of the
proposer of so vast a scheme to state how much it would cost, and
then to prove that our government could afford to pay the bill. He
joins issue with me on the question whether the negro could be
spared from the South. Mr. Douglass says he could not ; and I
suspect it would be hard to supply other laborers, who do so much
good work for so little money. Here again, however, the burden
of proof lies on my antagonist ; and I leave it for him to say who
are ready to fill the vacancy he wishes to make. When he an-
swers this question, I hope he will give particular attention to " the
black bottoms," and other localities, notoriously unWalthy for
white men, but extremely productive under negro labor.
I insist on these points, because I am not ' ' a pure idealist, " but
am trying to get this question into such a shape that it may be settled
in a common-sense way. For this reason, I meet what is said
about the inferiority of the black race to the white, in " mental
status " and anatomical structure, by asking to be told precisely,
what provision is made, either by the laws of the land, or by the
precepts of any system of morality, for the banishment of inferior
races by superior ones.
I am glad to see my opponent acknowledge his plan to be un-
constitutional
; but he does not say how he is going to get round
this obstacle which seems to me to settle the question. He still
brings up the dangers of negro rule and race-mixture. He does
not, however, refer to the fact, that the latter peril is on the de-
crease, according to the testimony of Dr. Haygood and Mr. Moise.
What is still more important, from a practical point of view, is
the restraint imposed on mixed marriages by State laws. There
has been very little danger of negro rule for the last fifteen years.
The methods adopted to overthrow it have certainly been suf-
ficiently effective ; and, bad as they were, they do not seem to me so
wicked as it would be to treat a whole race of inoffensive citizens
in the cruel way that England treated felons, until she grew too
philanthropic. Fortunately, we are not reduced to such a terrible
choice, as that between intimidation and banishment. The present
condition of the District of Columbia, where no resident votes,
whether black or white, shows the just and wise way to govern a
community, whose inhabitants cannot govern themselves satis-
factorily. A similar plan has, I think, been adopted in some
counties of North Carolina, where the officials are appointed by the
state. These measures were taken expressly to keep negroes out
of politics ; but it ought to be remembered that a similar step has
been taken in at least one city where there are but few colored
people. The Boston police are now iwder Commissioners chosen
by the Governor. This may not be the best possible plan ; but is
it not better than it would be to banish the entire population of
both Boston and Washington to Africa ?
It would be no more unjust to banish all the people of a city,
than to banish a whole race. If either proceeding would be worse
than the other, it would be that proposed against the eight millions.
To banish all our colored citizens, even the most intellectual,
enterprising, and patriotic, because some of them are too anxious
to vote, and others too willing to intermarry, would be like the way
that Herod adopted in hope of getting rid of a political peril in
Bethlehem. The loss of life in that little village could not have been
more than a trifle in comparison with what would be caused by the
great voyage. If there is any injustice in this comparison, it is
that of judging poor old Herod by modern standards. The time,
when there could be any excuse for inflicting wholesale punish-
ments upon millions of victims, went by long ago. If there is any
race in this country which has more right than another to protest
against such an outrage, it is the people whose ancestors were
brought here by force and then kept in slavery. The greatness of
the wrongs which were then heaped upon them, ought to protect
them against all future discriminations to their injury. If it is
necessary to offer up millions of exiles on the altar of Liberty, let
us not take the blacks, but the most vicious and degraded of their
oppressors.
Fortunately, however, the age of human sacrifice closed long
ago. Our country's altar is not that of Moloch. The only way to
treat vicious and degraded people, whether white or black, is to
reform and elevate them. The duty of a superior race to an in-
ferior one is to educate and develop it, as the mother does the
child. There may be some doubt as to what should be done with
races which do not wish to be civilized ; but there should be none
in the case of a race which has shown an unusual capacity for
accepting civilization. If the negro has been found more able to
imitate higher races than to make progress independently, that is
a strong reason for keeping him under elevating influences, and not
sending him away to relapse into barbarism. If he is still subject
to " degrading vices and maddening superstitions, " then this fact
would make i^ peculiarly wicked for us, to take away his strongest
restraints, and fling him into the midst of temptation. If "the
negro has conspicuously failed in all but absolute governments,"
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we have no right to force him to choose once more between despo-
tism and anarchy in Africa. All these pretexts for sending the
negro into exile, are really reasons why he should continue to
remain among us. If he needs instruction, let him have all he will
take ; but what he needs most is full liberty to use the opportunities
of improvement, which our country gives to all her citizens. He
is not so much our inferior as to be unable to improve himself, if
he is still allowed a chance to do so in America. He has a " natural
right," or rather a moral one, to use all the advantages of living
here, as freely as any other citizen ; and it will not, I hope, be dis-
courteous for me to say plainly that I cannot help looking at any
attempt, or threat, to deprive him of this right, as morally wrong.
F. M. Holland.
Concord, Mass., Feb. 25th.
OUR COLORED CITIZENS.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
The articles by Dr. Cope and Gen. Trumbull I he Keturii of
the Negroes to Africa, and Waste of Time in Congress,- are of the
highest local and present interest. Underneath the ethics of those
articles lie the universal verities at which your journal is aimed.
The recent assassination of a United States official in Florida has
called attention anew to the mass of corruption that festers around
public and official business in the United States. The Trumbull
paper would do good issued as a tract to the people. It is impos-
sible to get at the truth in any secular journal.
Mrs. E, Oakes Smith's voice on the Negro Question seems
too much like one out of the past. I have lived twelve years among
the colored people of Florida since their emancipation. To say
that Liberty has been thrust upon them and that they receive it
without dignity, that they utter complaints and make statements
known to be false, I must dissent from. Personally, I know that
a thousand colored men in this state were willing during the Civil
War to spring to arms, the moment the Government was forced to
take their help. Personally, I know they do their duty by the
ballot wonderfully well in contrast to the languid indifference of
many who were born to it. Laboring colored men among my
neighbors in Florida walk miles to the office of registration to in-
sure their exercise of the ballot. What white voters do this or
would be expected to do it ?
It is interesting to read the two phases of the question pre-
sented by such able minds as Mr. Holland and Dr. Cope. In the
'
' broken arcs " of their individual views we shall come very closely
to seeing the "perfect round" of truth.
But first the ideal and afterward the physical. We do not
" bow to the physical fact," and we -loill not, any more than we
did twenty years ago to the physical fact of the Slave market un-
der a Government that proclaimed freedom on its flag. The ideal
then asserted its right to be and made its claim good. Let us trust
the ideal even though the physical fact oppose it as it usually
does. The ideal is eternal, the physical fact changes and passes.
Let justice be done though the heavens fall.
By what natural right can one or many enter my house and
tell me to pack up and return to the land of my forefathers, which
they left but a brief century and a half ago. Who owns the world
or the people in it, that one dictated by fears can say to them, go
here or go there.
The dangers of this question have been carefully discussed
for half a century and looking on the past we may trust the future,
if we do our whole duty as a nation. If the nation staggered and
failed thirty years ago at the proposition to purchase the slaves
when they were three millions, what can it do now that they are
six millions, and children of the soil ? The old Hebrew Song,
"The earth is the Lord's," rings in my ears at th^ thought of
warning away six million Americans from our fenced-off province.
We will trust the ideal, and the physical fact will soon be found to
fall into line with it. Colored Americans will stay in America,
and we must adjust ourselves to the fact.
Very truly yours,
Waltham, Mass. Mary Gunning.
PROBABILITIES AND THE MULTIPLICATION OF
DENOMINATE QUANTITIES.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
A SHORT article by Mr. Paul R. Shipman in The Open Court oi
Feb. 13, contains a mistake so glaring that it were a pity to leave
it unchallenged.
The probability of an event is defined as the ratio of the whole
number of events to the number which satisfy the conditions in
question, when the whole number is increased without limit.
Strictly we must not say that, since there are six j*<'j.f((5/(? throws
with a die, the probability of any given throw is one-sixth unless
we have previously concluded from considerations of symmetry
that in a very large number of throws there must be the same
number of each throw, and consequently that the ratio of the whole
number of throws to the number of a particular throw must be
one-sixth. If indeed we should find that this is not the ratio when
the number of throws is increased without limit, then the proba-
bility of that throw cannot be one-sixth. If the number of heads
and tails approach equality when the number of throws with a
coin is increased without limit, then the probability of either is
one-half—the heads or tails being half the whole number.
The criterion of the approximate equality of two numbers
a and b is not that a — b = nearly zero, but that = nearly unity.
b
Indeed two numbers each exceedingly small may differ by an
exceedingly small quantity ; i. e., « — /' may be very nearly equal
to zero while - may be as large as we please. Again with very large
b
numbers a — /' may be as large as we please, while - is at the same
h
time as nearly equal to unity as we please.
For example if a man promises Sio, and has but $1, we think
he falls far short of his obligations, but if he were to promise $100
and have S91, or if he were to promise Ji, 000, 060 and have
Sggg.ggi we would think much lessof it.
Of course, in some cases we may -find it more significant to
judge of an approximate equality by the condition a — /' ^ o
nearly ; while in other cases it is far more significant to judge by
means of the condition - = nearly unity.
h
And this latter criterion is the only one that retains any sig-
nificance, when a and b are either very large or very small. Hence
to say that the number of heads and tails of a symmetrical coin
approach equality means that their ratio approaches unity.
Mr. Shipman is decidedly mistaken when he claims the influ-
ence of antecedents upon probability, and he does an injustice to
Bernoulli in making him appear to sustain this false position.
The /('jj//'////i' of multiplying together two denominate num-
bers rests entirely upon convention as to the interpretation of the
product. Physicists have discarded the school-boy notion of this
impossibility and have long since admitted the significance of such
length mass x (length)z
expressions as :
,
(length) 2 ,
,
time (time)2
and many others. The significance of these may be understood,
when we consider that all physical quantities are conceived to
depend upon fundamental units of length, mass, and time.
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(length) J2 (mass)'2
Thus
time
signifies either a quantity of magnetism or a quantity of free elec-
tricity, according to convention. We would read the above as :
The square root of a cube of a length multiplied by the square
root of a mass divided by a time.
This sounds very wonderful, but the simplicity of it is best
illustrated by an example.
If a body is moving at a velocity of
feet
150
sec.
(read feet per sec.) and if it travels for 10 sec, then it will travel
feet
150 X 10 sec
sec.
= 1500 feet, since time cancels. Of course one may beat around
the bush and finally reduce this operation to multiplying by the
pure number 10, but the convenience of considering a velocity
length
time
is very great. In the case of electrical and magnetic quantities the
principle is just as simple, and as purely conventional, but of course
far more complicated.
That branch of algebra called quaternions is built upon a con-
ception of the product of complex quantities ; e. g. , a meaning is
conceived of the product of two lines, or of any two quantities
which include both size and direction, or indeed any two numer-
ical specifications whatever.
University of Kansas. M. S. Franklin.
THE PROPER WORK OF WOMAN.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
Prof. Cope in his otherwise able article commits the error
men always do when discussing the " Woman question." That of
supposing clever women desire to be " manish." There is nothing
in man's nature or condition to make true women wish to give up
their birthright ; for as a woman advances in intelligence she real-
ises a sex in mind, and finds that woman is the broader, higher, finer,
the natural complement of man. Woman having finer mental and
moral perceptions elevates ; man adds strength, and both are raised
in tone. Man concentrates bis force in one direction, attains
knowledge to that end, but cares for nothing outside his trade or
profession. Woman by nature and environment is many-sided,
educated in various directions, and if necessity demands concentra-
tion, can assimilate this knowledge. Mental antagonism between
the sexes is unwise, a womanly woman is always strong, as is a
manly man ; they cannot attempt to change places, without be-
coming a monstrosity repellent to all. The problem for man is to
overcome a latent jealousy, for woman to emancipate herself and
lift man, for as the women are so will the men be. The true re-
lations are side by side each dominant in their own place, neither
subordinate. And when women recognize but one code of morals
for both, man will be her fitting companion, and marriage will
not be a failure. This will come. The start has been made. Mothers
are the real educators. I hope some abler and more experienced
pen will take up this matter, for nothing can be trivial that affects
the good of the race. The mistake of most women's organizations
is they work for men. This without the ballot is fighting windmills.
This relic of the dark ages will pass away, and women will see that
raising the moral status of their own sex elevates all. Man isolated
from good female influence reverts to savagery, as witness the
last known Siberian atrocity—against helpless womanhood that
should rouse Christendom to protest. Mary Brown.
Greenfield, O.
BOOK REVIEWS.
The Science of the Christ. By Ursula A'. GestcfelJ. Chicago ;
i88g. Central Music Hall.
The title of this book is a new form of expression for the sys-
tem which has become familiar under the name of "Christian
Science." It is an attempt to explain in a spiritual sense the oc-
cult meaning of the Scriptures, and in the language of the author,
" it is intended to be a key to the true nature of the Bible."
According to this book, the statements of the Bible "are
forms or figurative expressions making problems which reveal
their principle when solved." The author claims that it is no
more necessary that those statements be true than that the form
of a mathematical problem should be true. As, for instance, a boy
had four apples, and gave two of them to his sister, how many did
he have left ? Whether or not the boy gave any apples to his sis-
ter, is of no consequence. That statement is merely a form of
puttirig the mathematical problem ' two from four, how many re-
main?' In like manner, we are told there is an occult truth in
every statement of the Bible, no matter whether the statement be
true or not. This occult meaning may be discovered by those who
have sufficient spiritual insight to solve the problem.
All that is ingenious, but it is an easy thing to force upon any
passage in the Bible a selected meaning. Unfortunately for the
argument, the Bible is a statement and a record, except in those
parts of it where a purely spiritual or figurative meaning is evident.
The Bible cannot be dissolved into metaphysical mist by the exor-
cism of words. It appears further, that this hidden meaning of
the Bible can be discerned only by those endowed with the special
gift of psychological perception, or according to the author's way
of stating it, "if this perception is not self-evident truth, there is
no way of proving it true to the one who lacks the perception."
Mrs. Gestefeld says that "the book called Genesis contains
in the form of narratives a complete statement in outline of Di-
vine Science, or the Science of the Christ." On this foundation
she has built her book. It is rickety and infirm on its pedestal,
because the author .starts by misunderstanding the bo k of Gan-
esis, and the titles of the deity expressed therein. The whole
stream of her argument flows out of a mistake, and it is therefore
tainted throughout its entire length by the errors at the fountain.
In this book, God is declared to be " The One Mind," "The
One Intelligence," " The One Spirit," "The One Life," "The
One Substance," " The One Soul," " The One I Am." This defi-
nition is contradicted when the author discovers two Gods in the
book of Genesis, having allowed herself to be misled by the two
different expres ions used in that book to describe the one deity.
Her mistake is like that which might be made by some reader of
American history in future ages, who should imagine that Pres-
ident George Washington and General George Washington are
two persons.
Some of the spiritual meanings which Mrs, Gestefeld finds in
the statements made in Genesis are poetical and interesting, al-
though somewhat fanciful and overstrained ; as, for instance, her
speculative guess at what the Bible means by the "two great
lights " mentioned in the first chapter. Mrs. Gestefeld says, " The
two great lights are Spiritual Perception and Intellect ;"
"The lesser light—Intellect, with its powers and capabilities, with the
' stars,' or lesser lights. Reason, Judgment, etc.,—rules the night ; or the dark-
ness which is seeing—looking at, only."
This may be a correct metaphysical explanation of the " two
great lights," but it will hardly displace the obvious meaning of
the language used in Genesis that they are the visible Sun and
Moon, and that God made them on the fourth day. We distort
the meaning of Scripture instead of explaining it, when we say
that "the two great lights" are anything else than the Sun and
Moon, and that the " stars " are mere abstract human qualities,
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" Reason, Judgment, etc., and not the actual stars now shinirif 'n
the sky.'
All the confusion grows out of the mistake that Chapters i, ii,
and iii of Genesis are a continuous narrative by the same writer,
when it is plainly evident that Chapters ii and iii contain a different
account of the events recorded in Chapter i. The two composi-
tions are entirely unlike in statement, style, taste, and idiom.
They are by two different authors and the writer of one account
lived in an age remotely distant from that of the other. They use
a different nomenclature to describe the deity, and this apparent
duplication of names has involved Mrs. Gestefeld in a labyrinth of
metaphysical complications out of which she never contrives to
escape. It will be seen at a glance that what ought to be the three
last verses of Chapter i in Genesis have been cut off, and prefixed
to Chapter ii. Restoring these to Chapter i, and skipping over
to Chapter v, we have a narrative coherent and continuous.
Chapter i flows naturally and logically into Chapter v, and these
were undoubtedly written by the same author. Verses 25 and 26
of Chapter iv are an interpolation made to connect Seth with Cain
and Abel. The writer of the fifth chapter of Genesis knew nothing
of Cain and Abel as is plain from his opening statement, " This is
the book of the generations of Adam." In that book there is no
mention of either Cain or Abel.
Chepter i was written when the title of the Creator was sim-
ply "God." Chapter ii was written when the title was 'Lord
God." These are merely two different names, not two different
Gods. In Chapter iv the title is " Lord." They all refer to the one
supreme deity. It is curious that leaving out Chapters ii and iii,
we do not find the titles " Lord" and " God " united until Noah's
benediction, " Blessed be the Lord God of Shem " ; and not again
until the time of Abraham ; although they are used separately and
interchangeably, meaning the same deity. This is proved by the
speech of Abraham, "I have lift up mine hand unto the Lord, the
most high God."
Having firmly adopted the mistake about the two Gods, Mrs.
Gestefeld explains their separate offices, attributes, and powers,
and thinks that God, or as she terms it "God—Mind," having
created the Heavens and the Earth, in the Abstract daring the six
days, the " Lord God" then made them in the Concrete on the
seventh day. She says ; " And in this seventh day the Lord Crod
makes the earth and the heavens. Through this process the ab-
stract earth becomes the concrete earth, and not until then is the
work finished." Becoming more and more entangled, she con-
cludes at last that the " Lord God" is man ; "As the product of
the seventh day's work, Man, or the Lord God, makes the other
earth for himself." "Man—the Image—the Lord God, has not a
Mind—a mind of his own, for there is but One ; and that One
Mind is God."
The meanings given by Mrs. Gestefeld to Scripture passages,
are purely fanciful. No evidence is offered that these are the cor-
rect meanings, and very little argument is presented beyond ihe
confident assertions of the author. T.
The Ethics of the Hebrew Scriptures. Arranged and edi.ed
by Isaac S. Moses and Adolfh Moses. Chicago ; E. Rubo\'its
and Bro.
A most meritorious publication ; a book that can be used as a
text-book for liberal Sunday Schools and excellently adapted for
ethical instruction. It is, as the title says, a collection of moral
gems extracted from the Bible. The translation, it appears, is that
of the King James's edition, with a few alterations, and the division
of lines according to their poetical structure, makes it very read-
able.
It is to be regretted that no critical or explanatory remarks
concerning the different authors have been added. They would
have brought their sayings and their wisdom so much more home
to us.
Why have not Christians brought out a similar book long ago?
If the reverend Rabbis had added the best gems from the New
Testament, which in part will certainly remind them of HiLlel and
others of their own sages, it would have added to the value of the
volume.
It would be difficult to point, in any of the current numbers
of our special magazines, to a more interesting and varied collection
of essays on philosophical subjects than is to be found in the last
number of the Proceedings of the Aristotelian- Society for the Syste-
matic Study of Philosophy (London : Williams cS: Norgate. Ed-
itor, Prof. W. R. Dunstan, M. A.). Its contents are as follows:
"Common Sense Philosophies," by Shadworth H. Hodgson,
LL. D ; " The Stand-Point and First Conclusions of Scholastic
Philosophy," by M. H. Dziewicki ; " The Philosophy of Revela-
tion," by Rev. J. Lightfoot, M. A., D. Sc ; "Do Separate Psy-
chological Functions require Separate Physiological Organs?" by
Bernard Hollander ; Symposium : ' ' What Takes Place in Volun-
tary Action ?" (i) by J. S. Mann, M. A., Fellow and Lecturer of
Trinity College, Oxford, (2) by Pasco Daphne, LL. B., (3) by
Bernard Bosanquet ; "The Part Played by .(Esthetic in the
Growth of Modern Philosophy," by Bernard Bosanquet ; " Proclus
and the Close of Greek Philosophy," by F. C. Conybeare, Fellow
of University College, Oxford; " The Psychology of Sport and
Play," by A. M. Ogilvie ; Symposiiiin : "The Nature of Force,"
(i) by G. Johnstone Stoney, F. R. S., (2) by Professor Alexander
Bain, LL D., (3) by Professor W. R. Dunstan, M. A. Mr. Bo-
sanquet's essay on .'Esthetic in the Growth of Modern Philosophy is
an able piece of work. Although a very minor matter, we are
glad to see Dr. Stoney divide the word noi/menal iato four syllables
thus : noiimenal ; our readers will remember the discussion in The
Open Court with reference to this syllabic distinction.
The interest of the general reading public is becoming more
and more aroused to the importance of psychological invettiga-
tions, and is a pleasing sign that the popular want of scientific ex-
planations of the isolated facts and phenomena -of soul-life is be-
ing promptly recognized and responded to by our great magazines.
Scribner's for March contains a highly instructive and popular re-
sume of modern researches in the field of plural personality, by Prof
William James, of Harvard, entitled The Hidden Self. And the
Century for the same month publishes a concise and lucid little
monograph by Prof. H. C. Wood, on Memory. Both essays con-
tain suggestions of value to an understanding of psycho- physiolog-
ical pioblems.
The Home Journal, which is undoubtedly familiar to the ma-
jority of our readers as an exemplar of literary neatness and sim-
plicity, has shown remarkable good sense in reducing the size of
its formerly huge pages to the ordinary large folio measure. The
Home Journal, which was founded in 1846 by Geo. P. Morris and
N. P. Willis, seems assured of a long continued, and merited, suc-
cess. (New York, 240 Broadway.)
NOTES.
Mr. William R. Thayer, of Cambridge, Mass., contributes to
the March ^/A;k/k a' graphic account of " The Trial, Opinions,
and Death of Giordano Bruno." Our readers will enjoy the peru-
sal of this article from Mr. Thayer's pen.
N. B.— The Open Court will be sent six weeks, free of
charge, upon application, to persons who, before subscribing, de-
sire to become thoroughly acquainted with its objects and work.
It will also be sent to persons whose names may be recommended
to us for this purpose. Address The Open Court Pub. Co.,
Chicago, 111.
